The Mocean Forecast Tool provides ship owners
with a ship motion forecast in addition to the wave
forecast.

systems are present that do not always fit the
theoretical spectral shapes and heading
variation.

Currently, basic wave parameters such as Wave
Direction, Hs and Tp are compared to results
from a ship motion desk study. This allows for
proper engineering preparations and ensure
approval by MWS, but this does NOT give optimal
results during the actual operation.

The Mocean Forecast Tool works differently. It
receives the ‘raw’ detailed 2D forecast spectrum
directly from the forecast provider. It performs a
spectral motion analysis on the ship while also
including nonlinear roll-damping and other
motion-specific phenomena that cannot be
properly included in desk top studies due to a lack
of actual metocean data.

When comparing simplified metocean data with
simplified ship-motion analysis data a high
degree of conservatism is introduced; i.e. a
significant loss of operability.

The ship motion forecast is safer, more accurate,
less conservative and allows for better decision
making. The methodology is visualized in the
flow chart below.

The reality is more complex than what is
presented in desk top studies. Multiple weather
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The Mocean Forecast Tool can be used as a
generic ship motion tool, or it can be tailored to
suit specific operations:





Gangway operations
Helicopter takeoff and landing support
Motion optimization by ballast intake
Changing heading to minimize motions




Dynamic loading forecast on ship cargo
and sea-fastening
Cable Lay limitation

Forecasted motions are presented in a web
interface or via email. In an easy to understand
and simple manner as indicated in the figure
below.

The forecasted motions are plotted against
forecast times and compass heading. For
operations with limiting criteria, the workability is
plotted instead of the forecasted motions. This
allows the OIM or Captain to manoeuver the
vessel optimally.
The backbone of the Forecast Tool is Mocean’s
spectral ship motion code. It has been extensively
used and validated for many years. The state-ofthe-art code considers additional roll damping
due to viscous effects, the effect of forward speed
on the ship motions, and many other complex
hydrodynamic phenomena.

The Mocean Forecast tool is therefore more
accurate and due to the lack of any hardware
requirements faster and moreover much less
costly than other solutions currently available for
specific high-end users.
This technology is now open to all users.
In short, the benefits of the Mocean Forecast
tool for your ship operations:
 Same vessel
 Same people
 Same forecast
 Better and more accurate method
 Higher confidence
 Better insight in ship motions and operation
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For more information please contact:
Mocean Offshore
Teleportboulevard 110
1043 EJ Amsterdam – The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 820 3399
Info@mocean-offshore.com
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